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CABLE ADVISORY CHAIR

JULY 31, 2003

Summary
Of utmost community need is that each and every resident of Penfield receive cable service from the
cable system serving Penfield. This is not the case for a number of neighborhoods on the outlying
margins of the City who are served by Time Warner but do not receive the same programming,
especially the local PEG channels. There needs to be lower cable rates, a discount for seniors and
fixed income residents, qualified technicians installing cable plant and a guarantee that Penfield
residents will always receive state of the art speed and broadband connections, which hold the
promise of telecommuting and an offset to the growing traffic congestion in the area.

Background
Ms. “S” has served as the Chair of Penfield’s Cable Advisory Board. She was a Cable Board member
for three years. She is a resident of Penfield who lives on Woodrose Drive, but receives the cable
service delivered to Webster residents.  She subscribes to Road Runner service.

All Penfield residents should receive the cable service delivered to Penfield
Ms. “S” reports that her neighborhood suffers the equivalent of “an identity crisis” because they can’t
even receive the Penfield local government programming channels.  They have a right to receive the
same programming received by Penfield residents. 

Need for a seniors discount
Ms “S” was told by one senior citizen from Penfield that when they called to ask for a senior’s
discount, they were asked if they were on food stamps.  There does not appear to be a discount for
seniors, as yet, for citizens on fixed income, cable service is becoming unaffordable.

Need for customer service improvements - installation
Time Warner left the coaxial cable running across her lawn for at least two weeks.  This type of
installation should not be permitted by the company

Rates are too high
Ms. “S” stated that the most often heard complaint is that Time Warner’s cable rates are excessive.

Affordable broadband services could help alleviate growing traffic congestion in the area
Penfield is a heavily trafficked area, in part because of its geographic location to Rochester.  Traffic
congestion has reached a point where businesses are not coming to Penfield because customers
cannot get off the traffic in time to pull into the establishments. Cars are moving too fast.  New off-
ramps need to be constructed.
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The area is characterized more by small businesses and professionals (doctors, dentists, lawyers, real
estate agents) than by large industrial complexes.  If residents could access these services through
broadband connections rather than driving, traffic congestion might be alleviated.
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Cable Franchise Public Information Meeting
October 28, 2003

Penfield Town Hall

Summary
Penfield residents expressed a general frustration with cable rates, customer service, and picture and
sound quality.  Residents repeatedly expressed the need for lower cable rates and competition.
Residents complained that cable rates are too high and have been increasing too fast. They expressed
a need for Time Warner to also offer senior discounts.  Residents want the ability to chose the
program networks they want to watch and pay only for the networks they chose. Residents want
trained and responsible customer service representatives - and cable pictures without signal
malfunctions. Residents are frustrated with poor picture quality on channels 8, 10 and 13; ghosting
on various other channels, and poor audio quality. Residents expressed a need for Time Warner to
improve customer service, including hiring trained technicians, qualified repairmen, who are
currently described as unhelpful, poorly trained and “liars.” Residents want customer service
representatives to be prohibited from making false pricing claims. Residents want service credits
when cable programming outages occur. Residents want to maintain and increase locally produced
community programming on the cable system. The children of many Penfield residents attend the
Webster School District. Residents believe Time Warner should include Webster School District
programming on the Penfield system. Residents were interested in Time Warner’s contract not being
renewed or the issuance by Penfield of  a short franchise term.

Introduction
Town Supervisor, Channing Philbrick, introduced the hearing and provided background on actions
taken to date by Penfield in line with its obligations under the Cable Act. He noted how the main
purpose of the public hearing was to encourage and consider public opinion as it relates to the overall
service received from the current cable television operator, Time Warner.  The 10 year franchise
agreement expired in August 2003 and the Town of Penfield has been in different stages of
negotiation with Time Warner for 2-2.5 years.  In early 2003, the Board recommended bringing in
an expert to assist with the analysis and renegotiation.  Action Audits was hired to assist the Town
of Penfield in its attempt to organize and structure its position with regard to the franchise agreement
with Time Warner – and to move the Town of Penfield forward in a positive way should other cable
television options be desired after the legal responsibilities of terminating the relationship with Time
Warner are met.  

The President of Action Audits then described the franchise renegotiation process and the authority
of local governments during this process. He reviewed specifically what local governments can and
can not control, and indicated that the Town of Penfield was in the process of fulfilling one of its of
its legal responsibilities under the Cable Act of 1984 by looking at past performance and assessing
future community cable-related needs and interests  He noted that the survey was also part of this
process.  Every household in the Town of Penfield had been sent a survey (approximately 14, 800)
in an effort to gather data regarding the community future cable-related needs and interest. He noted
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that 1,937 returned surveys were quantified and calculated prior to the meeting.  Participants were
then invited to make comments, asked to raise their hands for a portable microphone, to call in on
an open telephone line if watching the program from home, or to email their responses to the
community web site.  Representatives from Time Warner were also present at the information
meeting in order to address any of the issues raised.

George Madden,
Cable subscriber at 2146 Gloria Drive

[Summary: Cable rates are too high. A need for competition. Too many commercials in the
programming]
“It’s not clear to me, Mr. Sepe, what we have in terms of leverage with respect to Time Warner since
there is no competition.”  Mr. Sepe acknowledged that Time Warner has a defacto monopoly but that
the best negotiating “chip” for the Town is its ability to determine the length of the renegotiated
contract. The cable operator desires the longest contract it can negotiate.  Mr. Madden responded,
“So the real leverage is the length of the contract.”  To which Mr. Sepe responded, “plus the contract
deficiencies and the federal and state statutes.”  “My primary complaint is the rate increases.  Why
are rate increases outpacing the rate of inflation?  I am paying $60 per month now for lots of
commercials - there is not a great deal of content there for the money we are paying.”

Dave
Telephone Participant

[A need to chose the programs subscribers want to watch and pay for only those chosen]
“Two comments:  I object to the bundled channels.  There are two foreign language channels that
I don’t want to hear.  Empire State channel was moved [from standard cable] to digital just to get
you to pay more money.  I think that’s wrong.”

Bob Derounian
Cable subscriber at 9 Thorntree Circle

[The Needs Assessment is too broad.]
“Why is Road Runner considered in this negotiation?  There are competitors to Road Runner.  It’s
a completely separate service.”  Mr. Sepe responded that Time Warner provides broadband service,
but that if there was a need for greater capacity with respect to broadband it should be reflected in
the record.  He noted that the nature of television is changing and that most municipalities are issuing
franchise agreements for long periods of time, therefore it is reasonable and prudent to consider how,
in the future, these issues might overlap.  The Town Supervisor interjected that Road Runner was
included in the gross revenue stream until one year ago, therefore affecting the 5% franchise fee; he
further indicated that a final decision had not been reached by the FTC/court system.

John Pytlak
Cable subscriber at 175 Hillrise Drive
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[A need for improved audio and advanced services]
“On AMC, channel 34, the audio feed is never in stereo.  Time Warner says it’s coming, but it never
has come.  What is the strategy for the transition to High Definition, and how can we influence that
strategy?”  Mr. Sepe responded that if the conversion is articulated as a need by the members of the
Town of Penfield, it becomes a negotiating point.

Heather Williams,
Cable subscriber at 2791 Penfield Road

[A need for the schools to have direct access onto the cable system. A need for state-of-the art
bandwidth capacity to accommodate various needs, including the signing needs of the
community’s deaf]
“I am a member of the PCTV Advisory Board, but I am here tonight as a mother of 5 and an
interpreter for the deaf.  I would like to see programming directly for the schools and have a direct
link to the schools.  I would like to ensure that a proper infrastructure is constructed for high speed
band width.  Cable Operators have deaf clients who currently use TTY over the phone, but so much
innuendo and facial expression used in sign language is not seen in the TTY conversation.  I would
like to see high speed band width for real time signing with a camera on top of the computer.”

Not Identified
Penfield Resident

[A need for lower cable prices; a need for senior discounts]
“I’m the one who asked about discounts for Senior Citizens.  I know they are a greedy company, but
how greedy can they be?  Can the Town ask for that?”  Mr. Sepe responded that it was mentioned
about 50 times in the survey responses and that Time Warner can freely offer it, but that local
government can’t demand it.  Sepe suggested that it could be used as an enticement to offer an
extended franchise agreement.  “Was there anything positive about Time Warner in the survey
results?”  Sepe responded, “Oh sure - people thought service is excellent, but expensive.”  The
participant indicated that his cable was up 300%; Sepe indicated that his calculations indicated 2-3%
were based on a proposed cable increase of 8% and a Consumer Price Index increase of 2.6 percent
in the area.  The participant asked about a negotiation“out west” where consumers successfully
demanded a reduction in cable rates.  Mr. Sepe indicated that he’d look in to it.  The participant
questioned how local commercials made there way to national cable channels and Mr. Sepe
explained the local insertion policy of most advertising entities, print and broadcast.

Bob Welk
Cable Subscriber at 70 Huntington Meadow

[A need for more subscriber control and choice over programming - a need for the capacity for
subscribers to chose the programs they want to watch and only pay for those channels.]
“Do we have any choice indicating what channels are included in each level of service? [The cable
operator] raises rates and tells us it’s because they added extra channels that I never use.  Could that
be part of the negotiation?  That’s the thing that really bugs me the most.”  Sepe explained that as
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a First Amendment Speaker, the cable operators can package as they want, but that there is no harm
in expressing the sentiment.  If many local government entities expressed a common concern, then
the voice would be taken with greater weight.

Steve Ward
Cable Subscriber at 74 Corral Drive

[A need for competition; A need for Penfield residents to receive Webster School District
programming on the Penfield cable system.]
“Is Time Warner the only one we can deal with?  Can we have discussions  with Adelphia to see
what they might offer?”  Sepe explained that although Penfield does not have an exclusive franchise
agreement with Time Warner, Adelphia is in receivership, due to come out, in one year, and
inevitably a stronger company.  He explained that usually cable operators with an interest in
overbuilding are smaller entrepreneurs since it is so tough to get capital to overbuild an incumbent.
It is a high risk investment and most of the money traditionally came from pension plans, however
nowadays pension plan managers are reluctant to make those investments.  Ward changed subjects -
“There are 12,000 Penfield residents in the Webster School District; my daughter attends Plank
South but when she has performances on cable television I can’t watch that.  Webster High School
football [is a competitive award winning team] but I can’t watch their games.  PCTV does an
excellent job picking up taped things, but why won’t Time Warner let us do this?  Time Warner says
they don’t have the technology, but [I can’t believe this].  Then they say they don’t have enough
channels - they have 400 channels!  In smaller communities than ours, Time Warner allows local
community broadcasts.  I just don’t understand why Time Warner would not do this.”  Sepe
indicated that it was clearly a significant community need to which Time Warner must respond as
a condition of renewal.

Bob Deronian
Cable Subscriber at 9 Thorntree Circle

[A need for continued and increased locally-produced community programming. A need to tie the
length of the franchise term to increased community resources.]
“Has anyone addressed Time Warner’s intention to reduce our community access channels?”
Channel 15-12-40 offer good services for the community, and they are threatening to remove one.
Sepe acknowledged that Time Warner expressed a desire to reduce the PEG Access channels and
further expressed his opinion that the number of access channels should be driven by the needs of
the community.  “This is the equivalent of electronic green space.”  He further indicated that since
Time Warner gets to package the channel selections, that to achieve balance and a local voice,
community programming should be offered.  Lastly, he indicated that in a 20 year franchise
agreement, communities need to have room for growth and suggested that the participants contact
their state level authorities to express their opinions.

Joe Sakmyster
Cable subscriber at 36 Belvista Drive
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[A need for an a-la-carte option)]
“On the channel selection subject, 10 years ago when I signed on for cable, I complained about the
channels I didn’t want and the customer service representative told me that they were considering
an a la carte option.  I have followed up over the years, asking about this kind of selection method
and all I get is stonewalling - is there any way to pressure Time Warner to do this?” 

Rita Johnson
Cable subscriber at 33 Woodrose Drive

[A need for all Penfield residents to receive Penfield cable service.]
“I’m one of those who lives in Penfield and gets WCTV; who determines who gets which channel?”
Philbrick answered, “If you live in Penfield, you should get the Penfield channel.  That should be
one of the negotiating issues.”  She then asked, “If the Town has control of the basic tier, who
determines the level of service and how do we compare to other towns?”  Sepe corrected the
participant and clarified that it’s the cable operator who determines the basic package with the caveat
that if the channel is an over-the-air channel it must be in the basic package. PEG also can be
required to be on the basic service tier.  The participant went on to express confusion about “rates
all over the place for the same service” and Sepe explained the 1992 rate regulation issues including
the snapshot convergence of rates, the reduction by 17% and the allowance by cable operators to
increase rates based on inflation, programming, and profit.

Bernard Lofany
Cable Subscriber at 59 Huntington Meadow

[A need for more choice in cable providers - competition]
“What is an alternative to a good deal with Time Warner?”  Sepe explained that local government
can opt not to renew if Time Warner isn’t willing to negotiate cooperatively.  They could then look
for another cable operator.

Dan McCusker
Cable Subscriber at 124 Sawmill

[Cable rates are too high; A need for competition and increased programming choice and
responsiveness to consumers; a need for more control over what Time Warner charges for service
and over the programming placed on the cable system]
“I’m in the third year of my cable contract and my rates are up 20% per year.  I get 155 stations and
there is nothing of interest to watch.  My concern is that we enter into a lengthy contract with Time
Warner and our rates continue to go up and they continue to have control over us despite the illusion
of control we pretend to have over them.  Why is there no competitive service?  I am frankly shocked
over the lack of concern about rate increases.  My rate is $55 per month which is cheap for the
number of channels.  I have friends paying $80-$100 for the same service.  Why are we
concentrating on this contract with Time Warner, why don’t we find another provider?”  Sepe
explained the Town obligations under the law.  McCusker, “I encourage you to look for competitors.
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It’s the only way we will control costs - the only way to control the packages and deals we will get.”

Roseanne Cohen,
Cable subscriber at 2146 Gloria Drive

[A need for more control over the prices charged by Time Warner. A need for lower cable prices.
A frustration that the only way to obtain lower prices is to cancel service and then subscribe under
a promotional offer.]
This resident expressed frustration over inconsistent pricing practices by Time Warner. She
cancelled cable and then got a promotion with a “deal for you” so she took the deal and then when
price went up she cancelled again and waited for the next deal.  Sepe concurred that while
frustrating, the only tier that is regulated is the basic tier, so the cable operator is allowed to “wheel
and deal” just like cellular phone operators.

Bob Welk
Cable subscriber at 70 Huntington Meadow

[A need for competition]
“If we get a future competitor, who owns the cable in the ground now?”  Sepe explained that it is
private property and the owner is whomever put it under.  Welk asked, “Would a competitor have
to duplicate that?”  Sepe answered that in communities in FL & MD, there are homes with boxes in
front and back - up to 3 providers, and while the community wasn’t happy during the installation
process, and the “tombstones” are somewhat unattractive, but ultimately they pay less money -
research indicates basic rates decrease 25-70% in markets with two cable competitors. In one
community cable prices of $40-45, decreased to $9.95.  

Bob Derounian
Cable subscriber at 9 Thorntree Circle

[A need to control cable prices. A need to arrest the subsidy by basic service subscribers of
advanced services to which they do not subscribe.]
Indicated that he currently pays $7.75 for skinny basic and that if offered real time video and or
HDTV he thinks those services should cost more than his monthly fee, but that for those who don’t
want those services, they shouldn’t have to subsidize them either through increases in basic service
fees.  

Bob Welk
Cable subscriber at 70 Huntington Meadow

[A need for a short franchise term]
“For practical purposes the shortest contract to be let would be how long?”  Sepe returned that it
would be 3-5 years.

Kristine Shaw
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Cable subscriber on Penfield Center Road

[A need to lower cable rates; A need for Penfield residents to receive Webster School District
programming on the Penfield cable system.]
“I also have played the cable game.”  Cancels and re-subscribes based on special rates and then
cancels again when the special rate time expires.  She has kids in the Webster school district that she
has never been able to watch on PCTV.  She has gone, in person, to the Time Warner offices on
Publishers Park to ask about the PCTV-WCTV issue and come away frustrated by the lack of suitable
explanation.  “I give up on this cable game stuff.”

Ray Bodnicus
1 Pretail Drive, North West Penfield

[A need for improved picture quality. A need for qualified service repairmen.]
“What kind of service should we expect for the money we are paying?”  Sepe explained that the
clarity should be “spot on” with tiling in digital, sound should be level channel to channel.  The
picture should be free of distortion and the audio crisp and clear.  If a programmer is broadcasting in
stereo, subscribers should receive it in stereo.  Cable is a passive network and whatever comes in
should be passed through flawlessly to the end subscriber.  For analog you should get a crisp clear
picture with no lines and distortion free audio.  “For years we have had lines on the screen sometimes
double sometimes triple.  Technicians have been to the house many times.  The first time we were
told the TV was too old, bought a new TV and the same problems.  We are now on our third TV and
still getting lines.”  Sepe responded that the situation was impermissible and the resident should not
be paying for that.  Bodnicus noted: “For years we have been getting the service people out there and
they lie.  This is wrong.  Some service people are honest and say the line is leaking.  We are not
getting the minimally required signal.”

Wendy
Telephone Participant
Cable subscriber on Huber Road

[A need for lower cable rates; a need for qualified service repairmen]
“Add my two-cents; called several times about our cable and $60 per month is quite outrageous, I
don’t get 8/10/13 without running it through the VCR which I was told by the service technician was
the solution.  We have had them out a couple times; I think that’s absurd.”

Jim Brown
Former Cable subscriber on Shirewood Drive

[A need for a clear signal, reasonable price, qualified service repairmen,  and well-trained
customer service representatives]
“I live on a street that seems to be switching to satellite dishes - we were tired of playing the cable
game.  I have three minimum requirements: good signal and clear picture, good price, and decent
service.”  Time Warner never provided the service.  I know the line was leaking but they blamed it
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on squirrels, the wind loosened cable from the main cable.  Couldn’t get them to deal with little
things.  “The cable sagged so much you had to duck your head to keep from getting decapitated if you
wanted to run in the backyard,” His neighbor’s cable has been strung through the bushes for 15 years
and now the foliage is grown up and around the cable which they believe is causing the distortion.
“The Town of Penfield should not renew this contract - perhaps it’s time for somebody new in town.”

Dan McCusker
Cable subscriber at 124 Sawmill

[A need to evaluate the expensing of the Town’s franchise fee.]
Questioned where the revenue received from the franchise agreement is used in the Town.  Town
Supervisor Philbrick indicated the total amount is $300,000+/- and that $150K pays for 12/15 PEG
channels and $150K is used to off set town operating expenses.

Tony Czarnecki
Cable subscriber at 27 Helmsford

[A need for for an ala carte option.]
If there are enough other municipalities interested, could we not form a coalition of towns to demand
“favorite channel” packages?  “It should be as easy as ordering bagels.”  Sepe responded that when
the cable system becomes fully digital, subscribers will have an addressable box and the a la carte
option would be possible.

Bill Power 
Telephone Participant

[A need for a franchise requirement for preventive maintenance of the cable system.]
Lots of trees on property, called Time Warner and was told their policy is no preventive maintenance,
only replace and repair after disruption in service.  Sepe advised that preventive maintenance was in
order and suggested that the Town include Customer service standards in its next cable franchise. 

Dan McCusker
Cable Subscriber at 124 Sawmill

[ A need for an ala carte option (the capacity which would permit subscribers to chose the program
networks they watch and pay for.)]
“Does Time Warner receive revenues from QVC to broadcast that station?”  Sepe explained that the
income received by the cable operator is usually a commission on gross sales based on the service
area via zip codes.  “And they are making money from me to subscribe even though I don’t watch the
channel?”  Sepe explained that shopping channels are usually included on the basic tier and
programming costs on basic are minimal. McCusker asked ask subscriber choice in required
equipment: “How about equipment rental - can you buy outright the equipment or do I have to rent
it?  It’s another $10-15 month but if my son pours soda in the back of the machine it costs me $350
to replace it.  Replacement costs are exorbitant.”  Sepe responded that it is all about control and that
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at this point subscribers can not purchase the equipment; further that the Federal government prohibits
local government technical requirements

Neil
Telephone participant calling from Robeson Drive off Empire Boulevard

[A need for a clear picture on channels 8,10 and 13; a need to stop the false price marketing]
“Have a hard time getting 8/10/13 unless it is through the VCR or via a digital package.  When I was
choosing between satellite or cable, the cable operator talked me out of satellite by promising me a
permanently discounted rate.  Then they upped the fee from $60 to $90.  What do we do to get back
to the $50-60 range?”

Julie Swartz
PCTV Advisory Board Chairperson and Road Runner subscriber at 10 Woodrose

[A need for all Penfield residents to receive programming aired over the Penfield system; a need
for Penfield residents to receive Webster School District programming.]
Frustrated by PCTV-WCTV issue and feels subscribers should get both, not either/or.

Debbie
Telephone Participant

[A need to stop the false pricing promises made by customer service representatives; a need for
competition]
Promised a permanently discounted rate and then the cable operator increased her rate anyway.  “Get
‘em out - seriously search for competition.  Cable is a monopoly, they are greedy, and they screw
people around.”

Not Identified
“Time Warner’s AOL service is deteriorating too”

Marty Turburg
Telephone Participant
Cable subscriber on Farmbrook Drive

[A need for trained qualified repairmen; a need for competition; a need for responsiveness to the
customer]
Had a long time ghosting problem the technicians repeatedly blamed on the age of the television set.
Post ice-storm new cable was installed and the ghosting problem disappeared.  Felt the coincidence
was too much.  “Time Warner has a legal monopoly.”  Need to break the monopoly because Monroe
County is too small to get a second company in.  “These companies are driven by profit, bottom line,
they couldn’t care less what people think.”

Wayne Shipman
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Fairport resident and member of the Fairport Cable Commission

[A need for competition and choice in service providers; a need for responsive customer service]
Here to express concern and support; their franchise agreement is due to expire 2007 and they are
“looking with baited breath” at the process and decision making in Town of Penfield.  He had recently
attend a conference in Portland ME and many cable operators are causing difficulties for their
communities not just with poor service but with reduced support to the community.  Many
neighborhoods are quitting cable operators and starting their own municipal cable service.

Tony Czarnecki
Cable subscriber at 27 Helmsford
[A need for consolidated cable bills]
“I have Road Runner and cable television - can we get bills consolidated in to one statement?”  Sepe
explained that multiple bills is not necessary; he personally subscribes to both in his community and
receives one bill.

Bill Power
Telephone participant

[A need for a local cable ombudsman]
“Can you set up some kind of procedure in town for an ombudsman?”  Rather than individuals
negotiating with the cable operator, we would have someone in the local government to lobby for us.
Sepe responded that indeed that was happening in other communities.

Steve Ward
Cable Subscriber at 74 Corral Drive
[A need for more programming from other countries]
Subscriber gets foreign language channels in Mandarin Chinese from a Canadian production
company; wants to know, if this kind of production is possible, why not the Toronto sports teams
since those are the closest professional basketball and baseball teams to Penfield.  “It would give us
access to their sporting events and an international perspective on the news.” 

Andy Matelliano
Telephone participant
Cable subscriber at 12 Folkstone Lane

[A need for an ala carte option]
“Adelphia Cable in Buffalo offers Toronto channels.”  He changed his subscription to satellite and
now feels his “picture quality is superb, even in terrible weather the picture is beautiful.”  He still
subscribes to  basic cable but when he downgraded he feels his picture quality degraded.  The cable
operator installed an amplifier and the quality is now good at $7.74 per month.  Now that he has
switched to satellite, his total bill is less, he gets great quality and he gets to watch the Empire State
channel.  Frustrated to have no choice over the channel packaging and feels cable should be a la carte.
Sepe described a recent General Accounting Office report describing the impact of  a la carte options
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on the cable business. The reports suggests that while a-la-carte options would increase subscriber
choice, it would also require additional technical and customer service support and cable operators
would inevitably lose advertising revenue.  Sepe added that many smaller programming networks
require that they located on the most popular tier to increase viewership and maximize advertising
sales.

Bill LeDue
Telephone participant
Cable subscriber at Huntington Meadow

[A need for cable signals that are viewable [Channel 12] 
“Came home tonight and turned on Channel 12 to see the program and I think I witnessed a miracle;”
ghosting problem was almost eliminated this evening. This morning it was the worst it’s even been,
local channels only, not the only one with the problem.  “It’s unbelievable, sometimes I can hardly
see the television.”

Tony Czarnecki
Cable subscriber at 27 Helmsford

[An interest in Time Warner’s contract not being renewed.]
“If Penfield doesn’t renew Time Warner’s contract what happens to the lines?”  Sepe indicated that
Time Warner might remove the lines, abandon the lines or another provider could purchase them.
He reassured the participants that the new company provides a minimum level of service until up and
running.  “Screens don’t go black.”

Mike Rice
Telephone participant

[A need to lower cable rates; A need for competition]
“Most experiences are bad with Time Warner, particularly with regard to the rate increases.”
Referred to Sepe as “an apologist for Time Warner,” and asked what Action Audits was doing to
actively pursue a new provider.  Sepe explained the legal process the Town of Penfield is required
to go through, and reassured the caller that the greatest leverage the Town can have is a good needs
study, and a good assessment of the cable operator’s past performance.  Caller asked if 10-15 years
had to go by to get a competitor.  Sepe explained the 1984 cable act - presumption of renewal.  Caller
encouraged Sepe to “seek out other competitors for this Town” and Sepe responded that the Town
is getting organized in a structured way and moving forward in a positive way, that it just takes time.
“As a result we’re stuck with an established monopoly.”

Not Identified
[A need for competition and choice in service providers.}
“Can dish service include local channels?’  Sepe answered yes.  “Can the Town offer dish service?”
Sepe answered that it would be a private enterprise but yes, however the downside is the loss of PEG
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channels due to limited bandwidth.

Bill Young
Telephone participant

[A need to lower cable rates; a need for viewable cable pictures (improved signal quality) especially
on channels 8,10 and 13; A need for qualified repairmen
“I am sick and tired of listening to Time Warner pat itself on the back in their own advertising so
much that they almost fall down doing it about how wonderful their service is.”  “Digital service costs
me $60 per month, local programming has very poor quality picture and sound,” called service and
it’s not fixed, can’t pick own channels and just get “junk” and channels that are inappropriate for
children that must be manually excluded.  Reduced to the $7 basic and the local channels were so
degraded couldn’t see them at all, they added an amplifier and now have to pay for that electricity or
reception is abysmal.  “Here we are in 2003, and the cable provider service is substandard, on local
channels 8, 10 and 13 lines are going through the picture and channel 13 has a [fuzz noise] that is so
loud I can hardly hear the voices” “It is archaic service as far as I’m concerned and not even worth
$7.  It really is aggravating.”

Not Identified
[A need for a new Cable Law]
Seems like the cable laws passed didn’t suit the purpose for which they were intended - how do we
change them?  Sepe advised the contacts were Congress and the FCC.  Participant responded, “What
will one voice do?”  Sepe used the National Do Not Call as a positive example of lots of “one voices”
that made a significant difference.

The hearing closed with Sepe inviting Time Warner to speak, only to be declined.  Philbrick ended
the meeting by inviting additional comments via cards available in the back of the room, particularly
by those who may be shy speaking in public.  Philbrick also invited people to send in comments via
the pctv@penfield.org website.  The Chair of Penfield’s Advisory Committee then invited the public
to attend the Penfield Community Television (PCTV) meetings monthly or suggested that input may
be sent directly to Penfield’s Cable Coordinator.

 

mailto:pctv@penfield.org
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STUDENT FOCUS GROUP
OCTOBER 29, 2003

3:00 - 6:00 p.m.

Summary
Students in the focus group ranged from age 14 through 18. All were Penfield residents and all
households subscribed to some form of cable service, Road Runner service and had at least two
computers. Their greatest area of interest in the cable service was “speed.” The price of cable service
was not a concern for anyone in the group, but they did express a frustration with various technical
problems with the video and Internet service. Channel 8 had ghosting, the digital channels pixilate,
the digital boxes break down every few months, and Road Runner service slows down during periods
of high use in the neighborhood. A majority of the students believed that competition would lower
rates and in this way would be beneficial, but some believed there would be no noticeable change in
service. Channel 12 programming appeared to be popular with the students, who enjoyed watching
the local sports coverage and would like to see it used for even more coverage and promotions of
other school sports and school events. There do not appear to be any video production classes
available in the high school but the students would be interested in taking such a class as an elective.
They quickly elicited various video programs for sports and local plays, music events and school
functions they would like to see aired and produced by students over the cable system, on Channels
12 and 15 and 4. Unfamiliar with gaining access to digital videos of school sports events, when
prompted they seem interested and engaged in the personal benefits, particularly for an evaluation of
sports performance, that digital technology could facilitate.

They have received early training on the use of computers, various computer software and Internet
research. Research for these students consists of accessing the Internet at home and at the library.
They use the library for its free access to Internet databases.  Computers and the Internet, in fact, are
a central part of the social lives of these students, much more than video technology. They are very
comfortable purchasing on-line and socializing on line.  When asked what they do during their “free-
time,” the answer included, unsurprisingly: “Go online.”  Despite the fact that two of the three had
access to cars, and all enjoy sports, the students actively “instant message” because it allows large
groups of students to meet over the Internet and chat. Gaming was also popular, in part for the same
reason. The Internet is allowing these students to communicate with their peers, even in other
countries, while they play. One of their major concerns for the future is that the cable operator
continue to increase the speed of its broadband connections. “Ten years,” said one, “is a very long
time.” They all would like Fiber-to-the-Home speeds available in the community “immediately.”
Overall, they felt like they had no true control over or say in what the cable operator offered the
community, despite their interest in “speed..” 

Finally, while the students have some exposure through friends using digital cameras to produce
video and music discs, a lack of school programs in information production (beyond classroom
written reports) has given them have far more experience being information consumers than
information producers. Based on the level of enthusiasm and creative ideas expressed, there is a need
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among the young residents of Penfield to have more exposure to producing their own digital video.

Participants
Moderator: Catharine Rice, Action Audits - Cary, NC
in Attendance: Bob Sepe, Action Audits; Dave Renner, Penfield, NY, Penfield Resident as camera
operator.

Student A - Mike, age 16, lived in Penfield 10 years, attends Penfield High School, a cable subscriber
for 4 years. His household subscribes to enhanced basic service and Road Runner.
Student B - Ryan, age 18, lived in Penfield 5 years, attends Penfield High School,  a cable subscriber
for as long as he can remember. His households subscribes to the analog services, Digital Cable,
HDTV and Road Runner
Student C - Libby, age 14, lived in Penfield her whole life, attends Penfield High School, a cable
subscriber for 4 years. Her household subscribes to analog cable service and Road Runner.

Introduction:
Ms. Rice introduced herself and described the purpose of the focus group and the role it plays in the
future cable-related community needs assessment for Penfield. She underscored the importance of
the students expressing their opinions.

Question:   How do you feel about Time Warner’s rates?  Do you think they need
improvement?
All three described rates as “reasonable.”

Question: Have you ever had the opportunity to call Time Warner?  Were the customer service
representatives courteous?
Student A described Time Warner representatives as “courteous”; Student B noted that when has had
called “to order things” and they were always cooperative. The few times he has called, the Company
answered promptly. Student C had never called. and had no opinion about Time Warner’s customer
service.

Question: Now I’d like to ask you about service outages?  What have you heard about reaction
time about fixing service outages?
Student A noted that “when the power goes out it takes a couple hours to get cable back on, I guess
that’s standard procedure.”Student B described how “the digital box always goes out; all the time, it
takes awhile to get it back on, a few hours.  It gets blurry and shorts out every 5 seconds, it’s kind of
annoying. Student B noted that this does not happen a lot but “mostly late at night from 12 to 3 in the
morning.” Student B described how the signal “pixilates, kind of shorts and freezes. You can still hear
the sound though.”  Student C has had the same experience, but described it as “nothing irritating”
She noted that it takes a couple hours to get it back on.” The digital boxes break down “Once every
couple of months.” Student B thought they break down “Not very frequently.”

Question : Let’s talk a little bit about the bill.  Have your heard your parents comment about
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the (Time Warner) cable bill?  Is it clear?  Is it accurate?
Student C described her household cable bills as “reasonable.” Student B had a similar sentiment:
“We have no problem with the bills.  Usually if there is a problem I will hear about it, and my Dad
hasn’t complained.”

Question:  How do you feel about the picture quality?  Does it need improvement?
Student B described his cable signals as “ pixilat[ing]” but still the signals are “ pretty clear.” 
Student C noted that “Sometimes [the signals]  get[s] fuzzy.”Student A described “ ghosting on CBS
– Channel 8" Student C noted that “for like 3 months now there has been ghosting on channel 8.” But
Student B added that “ It doesn’t do it on Digital box though.  I have standard in my room, but the
box takes it out.” Student B explained that the ghosting occurs when there is no box.

Question: We confirmed that you all have Road Runner?  Are you satisfied with Road Runner
service?
Student A stated that he is “satisfied, but when a lot of people are on it really slows down.  Other
times it’s been fine.” Student C added that he “do[es not] have any problems with it, it’s really fast
compared to what I had before.” Student B uses Road Runner “at least once a day, never had a
problem with it.” Student A expressed frustration that “Once in a while it slows down when everyone
in the neighborhood is on it.”

Question: Would you like to have the option of paying for just the channels you want to watch?
Student A was enthusiastic and stated,” Yeah, I’d like to pick the channels I watch, because there are
a lot I don’t watch and it’d be a lot better - I’d get my money’s worth.” Student A thought this option
would be a less expensive alternative for his household..  Student B thought he would “ spend more
money.  Plus you couldn’t surf through all those channels and stuff.” Surfing for Student B ‘Is kind
of a hobby of mine.” Student C does “not watch much television, I only watch very few channels.”
She had no opinion on an a-la-carte option.

Question: Do you think there should be an alternative to Time Warner - do you think there
should be competition for cable services?
Student C did [not] “think it[] really matter[ed] if there was competition, but she was unsure. Student
B thought “it would be beneficial,” because it would “keep prices down to bring in
competition.”Student A agreed, stating:” I’m with (Student B) because people would buy from the
cheaper company and the other company would lower prices.” Student A believed that with
competition, “prices would go down.”

Question: Do you think increased competition would improve services?
Student B thought competition would not improve service, “No, I think it’d stay about the same.  If
there are no changes to the current service, I have no complaints.  That’s just what I think.” He is
“happy” with current service. If the service did not change he “wouldn’t complain.”

Question:  Channel 12 currently broadcasts Town of Penfield events, do you watch this channel
and what do you think of it?
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Student A likes “to watch the high school sports...the games, that’s pretty much it.” This is also what
Student B watches: “That’s about it, I watch it when me and my friends are on it.” He thought
Channel 12 was doing a “fair” job covering sports.  Student A noted that “with basketball they only
aired about 2 games and it was near the end of the season.... They show old games and stuff, I think
if they could show the current game, current coverage would be better.” Student B felt that “Live
coverage would be good.”Student C has also “watched some gymnastics meets and when my Mom
is on because she used to be on there...but sometimes I watch it.” Student C would like to see more
live sports and student events, along with “other student activities.” Student A would like to see “pep
rallies and Homecoming floats.”

Question: Currently Channel 4 is dedicated to programming produced by colleges; some
programming through public schools; do you watch that?
Student C described Channel 4 as having more text than pictures: “Whenever I turn it on it’s always
just words, which Student B described as “Yeah a green screen and music.” Student C added that it
also includes “music.” Student A would like to see Channel 4 include his high school events: “Yeah,
it’d be something to watch, I’d like to see my classmates on television.” Student B concurred. With
Student C and would like to see different programming than currently offered, such as talk shows:
“ Yeah, stuff like that.  Promote dances and high school games and sports, that kind of stuff.”

Question: Do you think kids would be interested in their own programming?  Do you have a
video production classes in school?
Students A & C did not know if the school offered a video production class but Student B was
“Pretty positive there isn’t” a program for video. Students A and C would enjoy such a course “as an
elective.” But not offered every year. Student B said, “ That’s be a bit much every year.”

Question: Could there be a strong interest in your school for a video production course?
Student C thought, “It’d be a good elective.” Student B believed “ Kids would like it.” Student A
added,” It would be more interesting than studio art.” Student C thought it would be the equivalent
of “photography” and believed she would enjoy the technological angle of the class.

Question: Do you have coaches or teachers using video as a teaching tool?
Student A described how video is used “for basketball and football, they all go out and they scout
other teams and then we watch other teams we are going to play.” He would have to “check with the
coach” if he wanted to check out these videotapes. Student B described how the Lacrosse coach uses
video: “They video other teams and we watch those teams on tape.” He has never used the tapes
outside of practice.  Student C pointed out how her “friend is getting videotaped in math, they are
doing a problem.  And some teachers last year taped us working in groups.” Student B was asked to
produce a video tape “ in foreign languages, in Spanish we had to make videos.” Student A had to
make a video in his English class. “We had to produce a video, a little play.”

Question:  Channel 15 is the Penfield Community Television station and anybody in the
community can go to the Town Hall studio and get training and use the station to produce their
own show to be broadcast over the cable system.  Did you know about that?
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None of the students were familiar with Channel 15 options.

Question: What kinds of locally produced programs would you like to see?  Public
programming?
Student B would like to see “ the same thing [that currently plays], high school sports, high school
events, maybe some student produced programs.” Student A mentioned, “ sports, maybe some Little
League Baseball; you could watch some of those.” Student C would like to see “High school concerts
or plays.”

Future Use Questions
Question:  What is your favorite hobby?
The favorite hobby of Student C is “ dance.” For Student B: “Hanging out with my friends.” And for
Student A:” Sports.”

Question: What do you do in your free time?
Student B: “Hang out with my friends, go online, play sports.”
Student A: “Go on-line.”
Student C: “Hang out with my friends and talk on-line.”

Question: At this point in your life, what is your biggest concern for your future?
Student C: “Getting good grades and getting in to college”
Student B: “As of right now, definitely college”
Student A: “Getting good grades to get in to college”

Question: Whose house has a digital camera?
Student B: “We had one but it broke.”
Student A: “My Dad has one at work.”

Question: Do you have a wide screen television at home?
Only Student B had a wide screen television at home.

Question: Do you have one computer at home?
All three students had computers at home. There “used to be [competition for the computer at Student
A and C’s house but], now it’s fine.” There is no competition for computer use in Student B’s house.

Question: Do you have two computers, or more?
All three students had two computers in their households.

Question: We’ve established that you all have Internet access, and I guess you have both cable
modem and dial up?
All three students had access to cable modem service.

Question: And do you still use the dial up now that you have cable modem?
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All of the students only use  Road Runner.

Question: Do you know how fast your connection is?
Student B: “It’s less than T1; it’s regular cable modem, he did not “know how many bits per second
it is , but it’s a lot faster than 56K” Student C “used to have dial up. Dial up took forever; it was really
slow.” Student A “ like[s] the speed of cable modem.”

Question: How much time do you spend on the Internet daily?
Student A spends “ an hour..I come home from school, get something to eat, get on line.” Student B
spends “40 minutes to an hour daily.” Student C stated that “during the week I don’t have much time
but on weekends I’m on more, maybe an hour.” On weekends, Student C is “on at night on Sundays,
maybe like 2 hours.”  

Question: What is your favorite use of the Internet
Student C’s favorite use is “Instant messaging.” and the same for Student B: “Instant messaging and
Ebay, I buy a lot of stuff online.” Student B has “never had a problem” buying on-line. Student A
“Talks [] to [his] friends online and listen[s] to music.” Student A plays games on line “A lot.” about
“20 minutes a day and on weekends more, whenever I’m with my friends.”
Student A likes gaming on line because: “ You can talk to your friends and play at the same time.”
He “ play[s] with [his] friends or with people like from Germany and all around the world.” Student
B also likes to play video games on line. “Yeah, I have, and it is fun to play with people from other
countries.”  Student C does not play games on line.

Question: How about with dial up did you game then?
Student B has never gamed using dial up: “ No never with dial up, it’s too slow.” This is because the
reaction time is too slow and your character is annihilated before you even know it.

Question: The moderator explained the difference between the speed of connections with cable
modems, versus DSL, versus dial up. High speed services offer data speeds at 1.5 million bits
per second.  Dial up is 56,000 bits per second. Fiber to the Home can offer 40 million bits per
second in both directions.  For example, it would take 15 seconds to download a music CD with
Fiber to the Home, 6 minutes with cable modem and 23 hours with a phone line.

Question: Do you think it is important that people in your community have access to FTTH?
All the students supported Penfield having access to FTTH speeds and as soon as possible.

Student C: “Yeah.  That would be a lot faster than the regular one and I just think it’d  be a lot better.
It’s fast now but it would be better in less time.” She agreed it would “be more efficient.”
Student B agreed: “Definitely, no one wants to wait...” Student A also agreed: “Yeah, same thing.

Question: So if you had a friend in a neighboring community with FTTH would you be there?
Student A & B: “Yeah, definitely.”
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Question: When would you want to see it?  Now?  Three to five years?  Six to 10?  Eleven or
more?
Student B: “As soon as possible” because of the “speed.” Student A: “Now...now.”

Question: How long are you willing to wait to download a movie?
All the students are currently habituated to waiting about 1.5 hours to download a movie.
Student B: “Overnight is fine, that’s what I do now, start downloading before I go to bed and it’s
ready the next morning.  Student A: “I download plenty of movies and it probably takes an hour and
a half on regular cable modem.” Student C: “I’ve downloaded one movie and it took about an hour
and a half, but I’ve downloaded even music videos and it only took 15 minutes, but a longer movie,
like an hour and a half, I’d wait.”

Question: It sounds like high speed is very important to you guys.  What other changes or
improvements would you like to see in your community cable television franchise?
While satisfied with current cable and Internet service, all students noted the need for the cable
company to continue to increase Internet speeds.

Student B was satisfied with the services he currently receives. “ I think it’s fine now.  Although if
there was an improvement he would like to see it in “online speed.  If the speed gets faster, I’d expect
the cable company to keep up with modern technology as new things come out.  It’s not really like
you have a choice.” Student A also is satisfied currently with service. “  I think that it’s fine like it is,
but they need to get a hold of the new technology.” Student C noted that “ A lot can change in ten
years - that’s a long time.  I’d say they just need to keep up with the highest speed - in modern times -
more speed.”

Question: If they offered FTTH in Rochester would it be a reason to move?
Students A, B & C: (Laughing) “ no, probably not.”

General Discussion 
A more casual conversation followed among the focus group members and attendees.

Web Cam use?
None of the students used Web cams to meet people from around the country.

Speed
Student A noted that Road Runner service “ was as fast as you could go and it’s really slowed down
over the last four years.” He believes the speed should be “kept the same or get faster.”

Student B noted that the community does not have a choice in service providers for high speed access
or service offerings. “ It’s not like we have a choice, we can’t call anyone else.” Student A pointed
out “ there is Earthlink.”Student C corrected him saying:” that’s dial up.” Student C reminded Student
A how “when we had Frontier dial up - it was really slow.”
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Cell Phones
Students A and B carry cellular telephones, not Student C. Student B noted that he “does not really
use it.  My conversations are about a minute long.  I don’t sit there and chat with my friends.”

PCTV Internship
Student B is interested in studying video production in college. He was asked:  Would you
consider an internship with PCTV this summer?  To produce some videos?

Student B: “Before I go to school, it would depend on how much time I have, I have a really busy
summer..” His video experience includes “introductions for our basketball team and the player
introductions so I have to talk to the guys that video tape the games.” Student C noted how “A few
years ago my school concert was on” Channel 12.  The students would like to see more of the
schools’ plays and musical events on Channel 12.

Penfield’s Program manager encouraged the students: “If you feel strongly about it I encourage you
to contact your Student Rep or the School Board and let them know that you’d like to see those
musical events, there are members who support the idea.”

Weekend Entertainment
Student C “always complain[s] that there isn’t enough to do, there is no movie theater close enough.
We sometimes go to the mall in Eastview or Webster.  I usually just hang out with all my friends.”
Student B stated that “Once your friends can drive there is lots more to do - you can hang out, or
decide to go to the movies.  Mostly we hang out just around Penfield, but now that we can drive and
we don’t get stuck.  If we hear there is something going on somewhere we can go.” Student C is “only
a freshman so {she] still ha[s] to rely on siblings or parents for rides.”

The group noted that a lot of family-oriented places in Penfield where parents and their children
formerly went for entertainment have been closed.  There was some talk about building a water slide,
but it was pointed out the summer is only two-months in Penfield.

Although the students used the Internet for entertainment, they continue to socialize outside and use
the parks for a meeting place. For other entertainment, the students “hang out” at the local parks.
Student B noted how “We go to Ellison Park, play frisbee golf , no one really bothers you.” Student
C said she “used to go to Linear Park, but I don’t go anymore; last year me and my friends would go.”
Student B: We’d start at Linear and go other places from there.”

Why do you enjoy Instant Messaging so much?
The students enjoy instant messaging because it allows them to meet with groups of other students
without having to physically meet.

Student A: “Because you can talk to lots of people at once.”

Question: Oh, so you get a whole group of people online at once?  More than one person is
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talking?
Student C: “Oh yeah. Like 12 people at a time.”
Student B: “A friend of mine had a Webcam and we used it a few times for video conference, we
thought that was cool, kind of neat to see each other like a little turtle.”

Exposure to communications technology at school or through the local trade school

Question: Does the school offer a Film Study course?
Student B: “Yeah, I’m taking it the second half of the year. They teach the students just about filming.
I guess the final project is that you make your own little movie.” with “VHS...with camcorders I think
“ There was also a radio club in the high school: “Yeah, they used to have this thing called the Radio
Room, it was outside the commons [were the students meet for lunch]. Yeah, I used to go in there.
I was the last person that went in there but I was the only one that would go in there so they stopped
it.” “There is no club anymore, I just used to go in there and just...play radio into the commons, which
is where the juniors and seniors eat lunch...I was the last person that they let go in there.  When I was
a freshman there were 5 seniors that did it.  Then last year I was the only one doing it and I could only
go in there 2 times each week.  I guess the school needed the space so they knocked it out.” So
Penfield High lost it’s radio DJ?

The camera operator (a Penfield residents) asked the students: Have you all heard of EMCC?
It is pretty cool.  My last two years of high school I went there.  Community college with decent
equipment to learn the video trade.  We used to record live bands and go to WEVR, then we’d
write scripts.  Great hands on learning experience.  It was like a scaled down sample of a career
while you are going there.  Also have other trade areas like culinary, auto mechanics, welding,
cosmetology, criminal law
None of students had heard of this local trade college. Student C pointed out that “ A lot of [her]
friends have digital cameras.  I’ve used a digital camera to send pictures to friends.” Student B: has
“used a digital camera.” His friends edited the images together.

Question: When you are in college, would you use Video on Demand to watch your old high
school (sports) activities, for $1?
Student B: “Maybe.” 

Question: Would you watch them before you went to college?
Student B: “Maybe”  Student A: “I might watch my old sports [teams] I used to play, to see how they
are doing.” 

Question: What if there was a whole year of Lacrosse on a file server?  
The students seemed interested in the various entertaining and learning aspects of applying digital
video to their own interests. 

Student B: “If I was playing in an old game, I could burn DVDs on my computer too.”
Student A: “You could record the whole season”Student B: “and watch myself, yeah...”
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Question: Would you have any interest in forming a school videography club to tape events for
PCTV and the other community channels.
Student B: “Yeah, I think there might be a few people who would be interested.” 
Student C: “I think most kids would want to see it, instead of doing it.”

Question: If you had total control of the Internet and wireless world, what things would you
change, what would you like to see offered?

Student C: “Make it easier to talk to friends, maybe with one of those microphones that you can talk
in to instead of typing or a camera so you could see them; I think it would be cool if you see them”
Student B: “Yeah, like our videoconferencing.  I don’t think Penfield’s budget could handle my
ideas...”

Question: Let’s say budget were not an issue...
Student A: “I’d do something like Sports-Center Penfield, like ESPN, and have every sport from little
kids to varsity and show highlights, I’d have a camera at everything”

Question: How do you know what is on the community channels?  Is it posted somewhere or
do you just happen upon it?
Student B: “Sometimes after what is showing it says what’s on next, but I usually find out what is on
by channel surfing.” Student C: “I never know what is on.  I saw the end of one of my sister’s concerts
and I would have liked to see the whole thing but I didn’t know when it would be on; I never knew.”

Question: Use of computers and the Internet to do research?
The students have become dependent on using the Internet for their research They appear comfortable
and at-ease with the use of computers, with various software with which to print and write their
classroom reports, and with Internet databases. They learned how to use various software during by
their freshman year of high school and power point by 7  grade.th

Student A: “I use the Internet and textbooks.”
Student B: “Online databases.  I log in to the school library basically and access paid services that the
school pays for.  There are about 30 years worth of articles from newspapers and magazine and
basically they can do the project for you.”

Question: Did you have a class you went to for that?
Student B: “My freshman year English teacher taught us how to access the information like Online
Newsstand.” Student B uses Microsoft Word as a word processing software. Student A uses “ Excel,
I learned how to do charts and graphs and pies using Excel.”  He uses excel “for homework or
reports.” Student C “learned Power Point in 7  grade.” Student B: “learned Power point in 10  grade;th th

you have to do a presentation.” He used the sound options but “the computer they gave us to use for
the presentation didn’t have speakers so you couldn’t hear it.”

Question: Do you download to an MP3 player?
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Student B: “I don’t have an MP3 player so I don’t really worry about it”

Type of computers students with which students are comfortable
None of the students had ever used a Macintosh. Student B “took a class on that and I hated them;
hated those things.” Student A is “just so used to using Windows.” Students B “ dropped that [IMAC]
class, I just couldn’t stand the IMAC.” None of the students write computer code Student B: “No, I’m
not that skilled with computers, not a computer geek.”

Recording/Playing Technologies: 
Perhaps the most significant characteristic of this focus group discussion was the generational
differences regarding types of recording and playing devices. Penfield teenagers are conversant
regarding digital recording and copyright issues. They define “viruses” as things which hamper
computers rather than human health, and are impressed, but not confused by, the  ease with which
family outings can are “burned” onto a disk rather than “videotaped.” While like their parent, they
are growing up experiencing an ease of freely recording music (now from the Internet and digitally)
they  seem to realize that such digital recordings are not really free but are accompanied by legal
issues.
 
Vinyl records
None of the students had ever heard of “LPs.” This was an ancient piece of equipment - almost
folklore - to the students.
Student B: “Oh yeah, my Dad has some but the turntable broke. Student C: (to Student A) “Don’t we
have one?  I think we do, it’s really old, it’s an antique or something and we aren’t allowed to touch
it; it’s not really valuable, it has a needle.

Question: Have you heard of 8-tracks?
Students: Yes

Question: Do you burn your own CDs?
Student B: “Yeah, last summer we went on vacation with another family and they taped the highlights
of our trip and made us a CD to remember it all.  It was pretty cool.”
Student B: I can download music videos and CDs and connect in about 1.5 minutes
Student C: “Used to use Kazaa to download music ALL the time.” Student B “used it too but it had
so many viruses I stopped using it.” Student A: “We used it to download music but my Dad took it
off when the legal issue of downloading music became an issue to make sure we didn’t get it trouble,
but I already had about 1000 songs saved.” Student B: Yeah, Kazaa was Virus Central so I got rid of
it.

The moderator thanked the students for their participation.
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TIME WARNER 
GENERAL MANAGER

JULY 28, 2003

History
In Rochester - Greater Rochester Cable ((GRC), an ATC system) merged with Warner. Warner then
merged with Time Warner. In 1985-1986 period, Time Warner picked up CVI systems in the East and
West.  In the same time period, they also purchased a few smaller system in Honeoye Falls, New
York.

Time Warner Cable divides its system into three part: Center, West and East.  The Center includes
Rochester and Penfield which have the same channel lineups as Webster and Fairport. The Western
division includes the old CVI system and includes Batavia; The East includes East Rochester and the
Finger Lake area.  

Technical Structure
Time Warner’s system was first upgraded in 1995 to 550 MHz. Electronics were spaced for 1 Ghz.
The upgrades have varied by division.  Time Warner’s central division systems were upgraded to 870
MHz.  The eastern and western divisions have been upgraded to 750 Mhz. 

The central division upgrade began in 1999. The electronics were spaced at 1Ghz and simply required
a new module to be “dropped in.” The central division upgrade is “ostensibly” done.  Penfield’s
upgrade to 870 Mhz should be completed by the end of August 2003.  The system upgrade has been
valued by Time Warner at both $62 million over 4 years [January 2003 application for renewal] and
$35 million [2003 FCC Form 1235]. In a letter dated November 20, 2003, Mr. Wirth described the
upgrade as completed.]. Time Warner’s October 2003 rate forms for Penfield state that the upgrade
has not been completed.

Hybrid-fiber-coax technology was first tested in Rochester. Penfield is characterized by an average
of 230 homes per node and there are 49 nodes in Penfield.  The General Manager described the node
sizes as “higher” in the eastern and western sections of the system. 

Time Warner has 99.51 miles of underground plant in Penfield and 138.48 aerial miles.  It has 49
nodes in Penfield with a maximum of 6 amp cascades. This cascade is at 2923 Atlantic Avenue at
pole #116A.

Two “sheaths of fiber” serve Penfield from the south, one coming up  from the west side and 1 sheath
on the southeast side. 

Time Warner Cable’s application for renewal submitted to the NYSPSC stated that digital cable
service was launched in October of 1999 and Video on Demand in October 2002.  
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Cable Modem- Residential service is offered at speeds of 2 Mbps downstream and 356 Kbps
upstream.  Commercial cable modem service is offered as high as 10 Mbps downstream (although
the General Manager notes that the company has no customers using this speed) with an average of
2 to 4 Mbps.  Time Warner provides free modem and Road Runner connections in the schools and
libraries and are capable of providing proxy servers.  TWC also offers a wireless broadband service
where it creates a hub in the home serving multiple computers. 

Service area
There are segments of Penfield’s franchise area that are not served with the same cable services as
the rest of Penfield.  These were mapped and given to Penfield. These homes cannot receive the
Penfield programming for Channels 12 and 15. 

Emergency Alert
Emergency alert capability is carried on the digital channels. The Company carries out weekly and
monthly override tests, but the system has never been activated by a local authority.  The General
Manager was not aware if local officials could trigger the emergency alert override system.  He
thought it could be triggered by a County official.

Customer Service
After 6:00 pm all calls in the area “roll” to Rochester’s customer service center. Rochester, Batavia,
Finger Lakes, and Geneva - are all connected to a virtual call center integrated into a common
database. Customer service representatives are “cross-trained.”  Time Warner provides a human-being
answering system 24/7. Time Warner stated that it has a total of about 125 customer service
representatives working at one time. [This was not consistent with a visual scan of the customer
service area].

Each customer is also identified by the amplifier nearest it.  A few calls from customers with the same
amplifier number alerts Time Warner that there is an amplifier outage.  There is no status monitoring
in the system.

Time Warner’s complaint file seems to indicate that a technician is not assigned to a problem until
the Company receives 2 calls in an area.

Cable Subscribers
Time Warner’s General Manager stated during the interview that there were about 320,000 cable
subscribers system-wide. Documentation provided to the NYSPSC in January 2003 states that the
Rochester division consists of  214,905 basic subscribers served by the Rochester headend. Rate
forms submitted by the company, listed 192,129 subscribers in 2002 and 192,702 in October 1, 2003,
suggesting a drastic undercounting of subscribers during Time Warner’s rate setting process.

Time Warner reported to the NYSPSC in January 2003 that Penfield had 10,669 basic subscribers.
[10,229 for the true up period Jan-Dec 2003, and 10,421 for its projected period.
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Time Warner’s General Manager has been in the cable business since 1979.  He worked with
Sammons Communications in New York and New Jersey and then consulted for TKR before moving
to Bell Atlantic.

Public, Educational and Government Channels
Educational:
A Higher Education consortium programs Channel 4 and consists of Rochester Institute of
Technology, State University of New York at Brockport, Monroe Community College, about 4-5
local colleges. The Consortium manages themselves through a committee consisting of one
representative from each college.

Government
Fairport (south) shares its PEG operations with Perinton (southwest).  In the Western Division -
Greece, Gate, Hamlin, and Brockport share PEG programming. In the Center Division, Rochester,
Penfield and Pittsford have separate PEG access operations.  Rochester’s studio is downtown.

Standardized Programming Lineup
Buffalo and Rochester are not a shared MSA, so in terms of advertising, there is less motivation to
regionalize. According to Time Warner’s General Manager, the “way lineups were built , it is a goal”
to have them all share the same channel numbers but who knows if it will be implemented. The
enhanced basic tier is “pretty close” to looking the same across divisions, as does the digital tier.

Satellite Service
Local broadcast channels were scheduled for inclusion as part of the  Rochester satellite services in
September. Local in local was finally implemented in April 2004. A resident can now receive the
local broadcast signals and the same programming lineup as Time Warner for about $30/per month.

Telephone Service
While the General Manager stated that Time Warner has in the past provided standard telephone
service to “a few thousand” customers in Irondequoit and Webster,  Time Warner houses a standard
5Ess telephone switch at its Rochester headend and its complaint files show that Fairport is one
community where Time Warner continues to offer phone service.  Time Warner submitted to the
NYSPSC in January 2003 that Irondequoit and Webster combined had about 30,000 subscribers and
Fairport about 1,712.

Credit Policy
“We follow the state rules.”
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